Alchemic Spiritual Oil

Jupiter in Pisces
My Titus skull is on the right.
Einstein (‘One Stone’) on the left.
For more on Einstein, please visit
EinsteintheCrystalSkull.com or look up
Carolyn Ford.

Aromatherapy oil
Therapeutic Grade

Safe for topical use

THE STORY: The launching of this product line, starting with this alchemic oil blend, was given to me by my guides. Once mixed, I placed it inside of Titus, my 49 pound hollow quartzchlorite crystal skull. Titus alchemizes whatever goes into the vacuum of his sacred space. It is
an enhanced, deeper energy that feels like a super loving celebration for us wanting to connect with our higher self/ spiritual guides/ angels! It’s as if we went to our Angel’s house and
rang the bell, and when they answered were so strongly joyous! They want us to come in, relax, and share every little thing we wish to while they honestly and intently listen and just love
on us! Then they offer their divine guidance. How special!
What I came to appreciate, now that I see the completed product, is that my guides had me
include natural objects which carry meaningful sentiments across several belief systems.

Directions: Topical: place 1-4 drops on pulse points, thymus acupoints, bottoms of feet (or anywhere on the skin).
Aromatherapy: Add several drops to bath water, or to diffuser. Warnings: Do not use on broken or punctured skin, or in or nea r eyes. Do not ingest.
Please read on to understand the healing properties of this remarkable ‘Jupiter in Pisces’ bundle.
Jupiter in Pisces meditation oil ingredients: Sweet Almond oil (Prunus dulcis), Blue Lotus Essential Oil (Nymphaea tetragona)
This oil is awesome to help you ‘get off the ground.’ It tickles the upper chakras (throat, third eye and crown). It helps bring
you to that dreamy place, where it is safe for you to navigate around and ask questions of your guidance/higher self, your
angels, and your loved ones on the other side.
I feel it can help you to really intuit and ’see.’ Don’t be surprised if you get visions or recollections of past life experiences, or
a feeling of ‘remembering’ who you are at soul level. This product gives you the key to see and truly awaken, experiencing
your own multidimensionality. Additionally, this oil can assist you in accessing your Akashic records.

Blue (Egyptian) Lotus oil is exceptionally rare among oils and is known for its captivating and
mysterious persona. It is high in squalane, which is the body’s natural chemical for moisture and
hydrations. This oil is cleansing and moisturizing, making it a perfect addition to skin and hair
care. Blue Lotus Oil has an intoxicating floral scent that promotes well-being, tranquility, euphoria, and even sexual desire.
Message from the lotus: Regardless of how difficult or challenging our lives are,
nothing can taint the purity of the human soul.
Sweet Almond oil Magical Properties: Prosperity, Wisdom. The almond symbolizes honor and blessings. Almond Oil is often used in Western Spiritual Traditions because the Almond Tree grew in the Holy Land. Almond Oil is used for prosperity.

Suggestions: Amazing for moistening the skin (including face), hair, massage or to breathe in for aromatherapy. Let the
aroma clear your mind and enter into a soft, dreamy and enjoyable state where you can delight in everything. Allow your
heart to feel gratitude towards yourself because you see so much light in the world, and you ARE light. A bright one! Love
yourself! You can also apply to the bottoms of the feet before bed to enhance dreams and journeying.

Jupiter in Pisces Alchemic Oil is perfect for relaxing, dreaming, healing, feeling soothed, appreciating your senses and life,
and all living things, including yourself. Notice how you feel. This stuff melts stress and anxiety away, and soothes and
gently uplifts you.
Wear this blend as a body perfume, use in the bath, or use in an aroma lamp /diffuser to draw peace, prosperity and wisdom to you. You can even just hold the bottle and connect with your guides!
Experiment! Try placing a drop on your third eye, or on a porous crystal (ie, lava stone) and then place the crystal on your
third eye. (Just to be safe please place the drop on your finger tip first then blot that onto your third eye. Don ’t get it in your
eyes.
Your oil is nestled inside of a real coconut shell. In Christianity, the coconut exemplifies the incarnation, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. The coconut falls from the highest point on the tree,
symbolizing Jesus' descent from God the Father.

Offering coconut is considered auspicious and it is an inevitable part of many rituals. A ritual or worship is incomplete without breaking a coconut. In Hindu religious belief coconut is considered as the
symbol of the three gods Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesh.
You can reuse the shell as a dish or offering bowl to hold your crystals, jewelry, smudge, written intentions, prayers and
invocations, working with the moon… isn’t it fabulous?!
Completing this energetic and uplifting, yet serene trifecta is a sacred Shiva Shell, which brings protective energies and
symbolizes creation. It is drilled so you can run a thread through it to wear it or carry it in your pocket or purse, and at
night you can place it in your pillowcase.
Shiva Shell is believed to open the Third Eye Chakra and transforms and transmutes negative energy.
Shiva's eye is a significant divination and transforming crystal which helps to find a new path in life.
The Third Eye represents the eye of knowledge and wisdom, the essence of the omniscience of the god
of fertility, Shiva, who unites male and female. The coil on the rear of the Shiva Eye symbolizes development and apparent movement and is a substantial and important symbol for security against bad energies. It rolls up and strengthens optimistic energies. The Shiva Eye has a collectively positive effect on an individual’s
natural well-being.
Shiva Shell gives us the vision of the Third Eye and has Water energy, to help sharpen the wearer’s intuition, which in
turn enhances the discernment and deepens understanding. It is a stone of wisdom which helps to understand our world
and events. Shiva's eye proves to be good if it is held in the north area of an individual’s home and is supposed to be
associated with life history and career path. The flowing energy of this stone balances the push of life currents and will
protect or guard against its ill effects. The Eye of Shiva is used principally as a meditation crystal to understand yourself
and the issues that are happening in life. It is practiced to facilitate deep understanding of your inner self so you can effectively dispense with the outside universe in a manner that is sizable for your heart. It is reported that it will reflect and
fight back against the Evil Eye, and also helps with premonition efforts.

Care: How to get the most out of your oil: Keep out of direct sunlight. Actually keep out of indirect sunlight too; meaning don’t keep in by a window where the sunlight can be on it. Keep away from heat sources. Do not allow to freeze or
boil. Keep in a cool, dry place. Keep cap closed snugly. Following these guidelines, your oil should have a shelf life of 2
to 3 years.

I hope you love this alchemy bundle of love! I would really appreciate your feedback. Please send
your comments, feedback and cool experiences you have when using this oil, which was channeled
by Spirit, to smile@good4thespirit.com or to me personally at hello@suzy-woo.com. Find me on
social media @SuzyWooHealer
Sending you so much love!
Your sister from the stars….

Suzy Woo
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